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Abstract. The dominance of converter-based generation in power systems results in a significant reduction of the number of conventional power plants. The transition introduces major challenges of substituting synchronous generators and their ancillary dynamic control services with converter-interfaced generations whose control and interaction with the grid have not been fully understood. This paper presents challenges and research opportunities of frequency control of such low inertia systems. Challenges of frequency control in converter-based systems and a review of power systems facing the challenges caused by low inertia conditions around the world are first investigated. Then, a summary of the solutions that have been proposed for frequency control in low inertia systems is analysed. The paper will conclude with research opportunities for frequency control in low inertia systems, which require further investigation for converter-interfaced systems.

1 Introduction

Toward a sustainable energy network, integrating more renewable energy sources into electrical systems has become the main motivation. This aims to replace fossil-fuel- and nuclear-based power plants with renewable energy sources. Over the last decade, renewable energy sources have been growing in popularity, generating 22% of the total global energy consumption in 2013 and have been becoming much more prominent in the world’s energy generation. By 2020, China has set an ambitious target of generating over 15% of its total power from renewable energy with 420 GW from hydro, 200 GW from wind, 50 GW from solar and 30 GW from biomass [1]. The European Union (EU) has made an ambitious agreement to have at least 27% of whole energy consumption in the EU come from renewable energy sources by 2030 [2]. There are 57 countries having 100% renewable electricity targets in future [3].

Additionally, more and more HVDC interconnections of the regions or countries have been building based on its advantages to achieve economic benefits for transporting cheaper energy over long distances to the load centres. For instances, in the continental European system, HVDC links namely COBRA cable and Viking link that are connected from Denmark to the Netherlands and England, are under construction and negotiation, respectively [4, 5]. These interconnections will transport huge amounts of renewable energy from the rich renewable-based countries like Norway and Germany to countries with high consumption or high electricity prices such as England, the Netherlands, and Sweden. Such links are also built in the power systems in Russia, North America, and Asia [6]. As a result, in modern power systems, conventional power plants will be phased out to give a way for converter-interfaced generations like wind, solar, and importing HVDC links. However, such converter-interfaced generations have different characteristics and are often controlled in such a way that they are independent of the system frequency. Firstly, the converter-based generations have low or non-existent inertia, which are usually connected to the grid through power electronic converters. Therefore, they decouple the renewable generator inertia from inertial response, which makes the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) faster during frequency incidents. Secondly, a decrease in the number of conventional power plants renders primary control and secondary control for frequency control missing, which can lead to the frequency deviation and steady-state frequency error increasing during disturbances. Finally, with the replacement of renewable generators, ancillary services for balancing and transient characteristics of traditional power plants are removed. Consequently, the transition from nuclear- and fossil-fuel-based systems to converter-based systems may introduce many challenges for system operation and control because of their different characteristics and control requirements. The most challenging is achieving the frequency stability of these modern systems during disturbances with a low inertia condition.

Many researchers have been investigated the impact of converter-based generation on power system stability and operation. In [7], a review of the research related to system inertia that analyses the challenge in the system operation due to the system inertia reduction. The
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Research proposes storage devices or inertia implementation from converter-interfaced generation as a solution for low inertia systems. Foundations and challenges of low-inertia systems in power system stability, operation, and control are reviewed in [8]. The low inertia effect on power system operation and stability with high converter-connected wind turbine and PV penetration level is analysed in [9]. The study demonstrates that system inertia becomes heterogeneous and frequency dynamics are faster in power systems with a low inertia condition. Comprehensive reviews of the renewable energy impact on the United State's power system operation are presented in [10, 11]. In [12], different approaches have been proposed for frequency control support in low inertia systems. Consequently, the challenges of low inertia system operation and control have been generally well recognized.

In this paper, challenges of low inertia system on frequency control are analysed based on relevant real-life examples. Then, solutions that have been proposed to address the issue is reviewed. Research opportunities on frequency control of converter-interfaced systems that are foreseeable for low inertia systems are concluded. In particular, the paper focuses on frequency control and transients of low inertia systems.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the challenges of frequency control in low inertia systems. The potential solutions that have been investigated is reviewed in section III. Section IV proposes research opportunities for low inertia system in terms of frequency stability and control.

2 The challenges of frequency control in low inertia systems

To well understand the frequency response during frequency events, taking an example with a load increase as shown in Fig. 1, the frequency response can be broken down into different stages as follows: inertial response firstly reacts where the synchronous generators in operation inject the kinetic energy stored in their rotating mass, lasting for around few seconds. This is a physical and inherent characteristic of synchronous generators. Then, if the frequency deviation surpasses a specific value, the primary frequency controller will be immediately activated, which uses the generator governor to return the frequency to acceptable values within 30 s. After around 30 s, there still has a steady-state frequency error; the secondary control will be activated to bring the system frequency back to its nominal value, which needs several minutes to help frequency completely recover. If the secondary control reserve is not sufficient, a tertiary control will be manually applied to adjust the dispatching and unit commitment in order to restore the secondary control reserve and manual eventual congestion.

The rapid increase of non-synchronous components (wind, solar, and HVDC links) on power systems makes more challenging for frequency control. Traditionally, the main functions of the conventional power plant are generating active power, controlling frequency and voltage, as well as providing rotating energy. The rotor of the synchronous generator and its turbine can provide inertia to compensate for frequency fluctuation and disturbances in short-term (inertial response at first few seconds of disturbances) since they are inherently electromagnetically coupled to the power systems. After that, the primary and secondary control take over by regulating active power through governor control with response time up to tens of seconds and minutes as shown in Fig. 1. However, most of non-synchronous generations are based on converter interface; they decouple to the system, and therefore, do not provide inertia support to the system during frequency incidents. Additionally, ancillary control services for dynamic control of conventional generator are also missing in converter-based systems. Consequently, the high penetration of converter-interfaced generation into power systems makes system inertia significantly reduced and introduces new control requirements. This leads to a faster
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frequency dynamic with a larger ROCOF and frequency deviation, as well as a bigger steady-state frequency error as shown in Fig. 2. A lower inertia constant results in a higher ROCOF and a larger the frequency deviation during disturbances, which does not give enough time for the primary control regulating the power output. As a result, ROCOF and frequency deviation quickly reach the threshold while primary control has not fully activated yet. This may lead to ROCOF-based protections activating to protect machines and electric equipment, which may cause sudden imbalances in generation and demand. Therefore, frequency deviation arises to an unacceptable level; the disconnection of generation like renewable generators, HVDC links, or loads is resulted in, which may cause a cascading failure or even a system collapse.

Oscillatory instability is another issue caused in converter-based systems. Low inertia systems with a limit of short-circuit power from converter-interfaced generation may cause poor dynamic performance compared to conventional grids. Instability issues resulted from power oscillations due to low inertia operating conditions and weak interconnections among power systems are therefore more significant. The oscillatory characteristic in low inertia systems is completely different from that of conventional systems due to the different physical characteristics and interaction with the grid of converter-based components.

A power oscillation is found in a low inertia system [13, 14] during a small load increase where the system operated based on converter-based generation as shown in Fig. 3. Traditionally, in order to damp power oscillation, a power system stabilizer or power oscillation damping controller is designed based on the dominant oscillation mode that is determined from the state-space model of systems through finding the eigenvalues of systems. The controller parameters are designed based on that dominant mode by increasing its real part, hence moving the mode to the left side of the complex plane [15, 16]. However, in the converter-interfaced systems that are complex and consist of thousands of state variables, it is extremely hard to achieve their linear models. To address this issue, it requires innovative solutions for oscillation-damping controller, which adapts to the modern system characteristics to guarantee the secure operation.

Some countries have renewable energy sources able to cover 100% of the demand, which have faced the frequency control challenges due to low inertia conditions as follows. On 28 September 2016, the Australian power system had undergone a frequency collapse due to the presence of a high penetration of renewable energy (majority from wind power) and insufficient reserve to secure against disturbances [17]. With a combination of increasing renewable source integration and decommissioning of conventional power plants, maintaining sufficient inertia in the system to guarantee operational security is the main challenge of the Nordic power system [18]. Recently, a 1200-MW solar photovoltaic resource in the Southern California system was disconnected because of a perceived system frequency below the threshold [19]. European transmission system operators are required to study the frequency characteristic for the European system due to low inertia conditions [20]. The frequency characteristic of the interconnection system is still acceptable with reduced system inertia. However, a case of isolated operation after disturbances, the resulting power imbalances and low inertia conditions can cause a system blackout. A low inertia condition with low consumption caused an undamped oscillation event on 3 December 2017 in the continental European power system [21].

From the above-mentioned analysis, many challenges have been introduced and experienced on frequency control in low inertia systems. Researching in this area is extremely necessary to address these challenges to guarantee a smooth transition to sustainable energy systems.

3 The potential solutions

Recent literature review, some potential solutions have been investigated for the challenges of frequency control in converter-interfaced systems, which can be classified into two main categories: demand side and generation side. While the generation side can be applied for renewable energy sources by synthetic inertia implementation, energy storage, and synchronous condenser (SC), the demand side is used for managing the load power from the consumer’s side.
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3.1. Synchronous condenser

SC has played an important role for reactive power compensation and keeping voltage stability in power systems for more than 50 years [22, 23]. Another important benefit of the SC is short-circuit power support in the network, which can improve system stability with weak interconnections and facilitate system protection [24].

SC has been successfully applied to many grids for dynamic voltage regulation and short-circuit current support. Denmark has been successfully operating SCs, five SCs were installed at five LCC-HVDC terminals for reactive power compensation in the Danish power system [25]. Nine SCs were equipped with Hydro Quebec system for fast voltage stability enhancement [26]. In order to maintain the proper short circuit ratio at the converter station in Jeju Island, two new 13.2 kV, +50/-25 Mvar SCs were installed for the stability of the HVDC control [27]. Four SCs with +25/-12.5 Mvar were installed in Vermont for low voltage ride-through issue [28]. To improve dynamic voltage regulation and support short-circuit power, one +560/-310 Mvar SC converted from coal plant was implemented in Midwest of Metropolitan Area, while SC application was proposed for short-circuit current support of WPPs connected to weak AC systems [29]. Seven SCs have been installing in the California system for voltage regulation and short-circuit support [30].

Recently, in order to deal with the impact of renewable resources on grid performance due to poor short-circuit power and low inertia support from converter-interfaced sources, SC is proposed as a potential solution for low inertia systems to support dynamic performance [31]. The benefit of SC in terms of inertial response support for frequency stability in renewable-based systems is investigated in [32, 33]. In [34], SC is proposed as a solution to decrease under frequency load shedding and improve the system frequency response with a different number of synchronous machine scenarios.

Since SC is a rotating machine, it can provide inherently inertial response due to the electromagnetic coupling with the grid. The kinetic energy stored in its rotating mass can naturally counteract ROCOF during disturbances. Additionally, SC can also support the short-circuit power to the network that can improve system interconnections, facilitate system protection, and enhance the operation of modern power electronics installations. As a result, SC is a critical solution of frequency issue in low inertia systems.

Figure 4 shows a low inertia system response during a load increase disturbance with and without SC. It can be seen clearly that with SC, the system frequency is much stronger and significantly improved, ROCOF is around 0.7 Hz/s instead of 1.05 Hz/s without SCs case and the ROCOF curve is much smoother than that of WO case as shown in Fig. 4(b).

3.2 Synthetic inertia

Another approach to frequency control in low inertia systems is the capacity of renewable power plants providing inertial response namely synthetic inertia (SI) for power systems, which is achieved by design a control method to regulate the power output of renewable generator during frequency excursions. Different control strategies have been proposed to apply for wind power plants (WPPs) [35, 36] and solar PV plants [37, 38]. In general, the basic principle of this approach is managing to accelerate or decelerate the rotor speed of WPPs to absorb or provide a temporary active power to counteract power imbalances. However, the power output of converter-based generation is limited due to power converter capacity and wind conditions.

In the literature, there are three main techniques to implement frequency support using variable speed wind power plants without any energy storage systems, namely inertial response control, droop control, and de-loading control.

Inertia emulation is implemented to extract the kinetic energy stored in rotating blades of the wind turbine, which is used to terminate the frequency change during power imbalances. Fig. 5 shows inertial emulation
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control, which imitates the inertial response of traditional power plants [39, 40].

Fig. 6 shows a droop control implemented for WPPs that is proportional to the frequency deviation [41, 42]. Whenever a certain frequency deviation exists, the extra power is generated to add to the maximum power to terminate frequency excursions. This control method mainly improves the frequency deviation during disturbances.

De-loading control is the technique forced the wind turbine operating at sub-optimal power point tracking curve to ensure a reserve margin for WPPs participating in frequency control. From the aerodynamic behaviour of a wind turbine, the mechanical power extracted by the turbine is expressed as follows:

\[ P_{m} = 0.5\rho AC_{p}(\lambda, \beta)v^{3} \]  (1)

From equation (1), the output power of the wind turbine depends on the tip speed ratio \( \lambda \) and pitch angle \( \beta \), hence de-loading control can be implemented by speed control [43] or pitch angle control [44]. However, this method is not optimal regarding the economic point of view.

Power electronic converters are generally faster for providing primary control than conventional power plants. However, they do not respond "naturally" to power imbalances, the very first instants after disturbances might not be fully covered. As a result, this control method does not affect much ROCOF but greatly impacts on the frequency deviation [42].

Different SI control strategies are applied to a low inertia system during a load increase disturbance as shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the system frequency is improved when the SI controller is in service. With the \( df/dt \) control loop (red line), there is an enhancement in ROCOF from 0.27 Hz/s to 0.21 Hz/s, but the frequency nadir is slightly lifted around 0.03 Hz compared to that of WO case. The much larger enhancement in the frequency nadir is obtained by the \( \Delta f \) control loop and both two control loops, which increases from approximately 49.26 Hz to around 49.5 Hz. With both two control loops, the frequency deviation is remarkably enhanced around 0.34 Hz and the frequency gradient is also improved compared to without the SI controller case as shown in Fig. 7.

The combination of SC and SI which may pronounce the inertial response and a fast frequency control of a synchronous generator during power imbalances is investigated in [12]. The inertial response from SC remarkably improves ROCOF, afterwards a frequency control support with fast time response from SI of WPPs takes over and significantly enhances frequency deviation. As a result, a combination of SC and SI can not only help system frequency improve ROCOF and the frequency deviation, but also make system frequency much stronger during frequency excursions.

3.3 Energy storage

Energy storage is another solution for frequency support in low inertia systems. Many different types of energy storage have been developed to address the challenge of frequency control in converter-based systems such as pumped hydro storage, thermal storage, flywheel, battery, and compressed air [45, 46]. The storage can be incorporated in the frequency control services to rapidly activate for frequency control during frequency disturbances. Consequently, they can improve ROCOF and frequency deviation during disturbances. These technologies can be used for renewable energy sources, which can store power during overproduction and utilize during underproduction [47]. However, these technologies are considered expensive solutions, which need further development to use in an efficient way.

3.4 Demand side control

Demand-side control is a method managing the demand from consumer's side to support frequency control during disturbances. The technique usually reduces the demand to compensate for power imbalances like loss of generation, which is investigated in Great Britain [48, 49]. Demand-side control requires consumer participation.
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and data management, and is considered as a potential solution for frequency control in low inertia systems. However, this approach has not fully developed yet, and further research will be required.

4 Research opportunities of frequency control in low inertia systems

Many challenges of frequency control in low inertia systems have been well recognized and experienced around the world. Furthermore, many potential solutions have been reviewed to address the challenges of frequency control in converter-interfaced systems. It is still lack of a scientific foundation for analysis, modelling, and control of low inertia systems, which can be applicable to general systems. Further research on frequency stability and control for modern power systems still needs to be done. There is some suggested future work as follows:

Coordinating SI controller with pitch control for WPPs to optimize the frequency control during over-frequency disturbances. More research would be done on the performance of SI of WPP combined with energy storage devices to supply both inertial response and primary control for frequency control during frequency excursions.

Researching on the capability of HVDC for providing inertial response and implementing control service to extract frequency control support from HVDC interconnections are necessary for low inertia systems.

Researching on demand model and implementing supplementary control for frequency control in demand-side during frequency events is required for further investigation in low inertia systems.

Monitoring and forecasting system inertia to ensure stable system operation for low inertia systems. Being aware of the system inertia and kinetic energy, TSOs can actively schedule power reserves and understand good insight into the upcoming operation conditions. An online inertia estimation tool through the SCADA system has been implemented in the Nordic power system based on the breaker status of synchronous generators and their apparent power and inertia constant. However, more research in this area is necessary to propose a complete and accurate approach for low inertia systems.

Researching simulation-based approaches for determining the oscillatory characteristics in low inertia systems, which include many different components and are large-scale systems, is necessary. In the literature, the oscillatory characteristics of power systems are extracted based on small-signal analysis using the linear system model. This method has benefits for studying sensitivity problems and drawing general conclusions. However, the method places limits on the system model, which requires some simplifications, especially simplified control systems. As a result, the method may be inaccurate for some characteristics that have a crucial effect on the system performance during disturbances. Conversely, simulation-based approaches are less limited by the system modelling, which enables quantitative conclusions to be obtained for each particular scenario but hinders the formation of general conclusions. Therefore, more research for determining the oscillation characteristics of simulation-based approaches will help to obtain general and accurate conclusions for this simulation-based approach.

5 Conclusion

The dominance of converter-based generation in modern power systems renders more challenges for system frequency stability and control. This paper investigates the challenges and potential solutions of frequency control of such low inertia systems. Additionally, research opportunities for frequency stability and control in low inertia systems are analysed and recommended, which require further investigation for converter-interfaced systems.
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